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Intro

In today’s competitive job market, it’s no longer possible to 
just stand by the wayside and hope that highly-qualified can-
didates apply for your jobs. Instead, the most successful com-
panies must use key strategies to attract the best candidates 
and fill open positions quickly.

This special report will help you do just that by highlighting 
top recruiting concepts that result in lowered talent acquisition 
costs, faster job fill rates and measurable ROI. It will help you 
find the highly-qualified candidates you need — before your 
competition does.
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Chapter 1

Candidates Expect Engagement.                                                    
Will You Give it to Them? 

Consumers expect a two-way dialogue with brands across the social 
web, but rarely get it. A survey of more than 1,000 consumers released 
during the Lithium Network Conference (LiNC) reveals:

– While 25 percent expect to hear back from a company when they 
tweet about a brand or product, only 9 percent have actually received a 
response.

– 35 percent say after “liking” a brand on Facebook, they expect to hear 
from the company. Yet of that 35 percent, over half say they have never 
received a response from company after “liking” it.

– 74 percent of companies say creating a community around their 
brand is a social media business objective, but only 18 percent say their 
company has an online community.

Your candidate is also your “HR Consumer” and putting your social ef-
forts to work for your business must include a strategy to bring your job 
content and conversations to your candidates, wherever those efforts 
are in social and mobile media.

Yes, this is a flip of the model you are used to and expect from your 
candidates. In the past, you probably had an expectation that since you 
were the recruiter, the candidate must of course come to you.
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How this has changed: 
● Today, the candidate is forced to enter your applicant space by
 filling out the “dreaded application.”
● Do you remember how painful it was to fill out your own company   
 application process?
● Are you doing anything to minimize defections inside of your
 ATS pages?
● Do you know your own career analytics?
● Today, have you monitored your recruiter-to-candidate
 response times?
● Are you engaging in conversations with your key candidates?

When you look at your current Talent Acquisition processes you will 
quickly see how everything marches along your timeline.

But times, they are changing, and they are changing fast. Before you 
know it, your best candidates will be working for your competitor. Why? 
Because your competitors “socially get it” and are already socializing 
and mobilizing their Talent Acquisition efforts. They are on their way to 
dumping their archaic PC-based applicant process along with their aging 
investments, and are taking a fresh look at how the Talent Acquisition 
process should be made easier and more enjoyable for their candidates.

Candidates also want to have relevant conversations with recruiters, 
even if they are not ready to apply. So is your Talent Acquisition team 
prepared to engage with candidates on their terms? Are they prepared to 
have relevant conversations with candidates initiated by your candidate, 
and most likely your passive ones? How do you even begin to do that?

Well for starters, by leading-edge, mobile-enabled technology to help 
you listen to socially-enabled candidates who want to be heard wherever 
they are. You must build online communities to deepen social and mobile 
candidate engagement and conversation. This is a great start, and hav-
ing the analytics to provide the details of where your social traffic is com-
ing from are key factors in building a social Talent Acquisition strategy.
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Chapter 2

Thinking about Mobile Apply?

Over the past few years, recruiting through social media has garnered 
a lot of discussion in the human resources world. Mobile recruiting, on 
the other hand, is a topic that has yet to make it into the mainstream 
conversation, even though candidates are actively searching jobs on 
their mobile devices today.

Talent Acquisition professionals lack the knowledge of how job seekers 
are using mobile devices and how their businesses could take ad-
vantage of the mobile web to find top talent. As a result, only a limited 
number of employers have implemented mobile recruiting strategies via 
browser applications, mobile websites and mobile apply, according to a 
study reported by Mashable.com.

The survey studied more than 30,000 job seekers worldwide and an-
alyzed the mobile career presence of more than 350 top employers in 
the U.S., Europe and Asia. Here are the results:

At least 25 percent of job seekers use their mobile devices.

Mashable reported at least a quarter of job seekers use their mobile 
devices for career-related purposes (and more than 50 percent could 
imagine doing so), yet only 7 percent of employers have a mobile 
version of their career website and only 3 percent have mobile job 
apply. These low numbers do not mean that candidates do not want 
to use mobile apply. In fact it’s the opposite, but for some reason most 
businesses are locked into the old-school Applicant Tracking System 
technology.
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One out of five job seekers may not sound like a huge deal, but it’s 
no number to scoff at. Last year one out of six candidates found their 
next job through social media. Since smartphone adoption rates are 
exploding, this statistic will only rocket north as more mobile users get 
the power of the Internet into their palms. The World Bank states fewer 
than one billion mobile subscriptions were active in 2000, while there 
are six billion subscriptions active today. Last year alone, mobile users 
downloaded more than 30 billion apps.

So, what exactly are job seekers looking to achieve on their mobile 
devices according to Mashable? Candidates want to use their mobile 
phones to look for jobs and receive personalized job alerts. As a result, 
if you don’t have a mobile apply solution, you could be missing out on 
their interest.

While employers continue to scratch their heads about mobile initia-
tives, job seekers are telling them, “This is what I want.” The takeaway? 
You should have developed mobile-optimized sites yesterday. If you 
haven’t already started, you should be in the process.

57% 51% 39% 39% 39% 33% 33% 30% 30% 16% 11%
search for 
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HOW CANDIDATES USE THEIR MOBILE PHONES
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Chapter 3

Creating A Community of
Facebook Candidates
Today, when you think of connecting and conversing with friends, you 
think of Facebook. It’s by far the largest social media site with over 1.3 
billion users worldwide and has already surpassed Google as the most 
visited site in the world. 

Almost everyone is on Facebook and as a Talent Acquisition profes-
sional, to ignore it is at your own recruiting peril. Recruiting pros cannot 
ignore the potential of this candidate community. Yet, there are still so 
many companies who choose to continue to stand on the sidelines, 
while their competitors learn how to use and win in this space.

Facebook Career Tips for Talent Acquisition Success

1. Instead of having your candidates fight through a Facebook
 marketing page to learn about your culture and job postings, make  
 a separate Career Page for your company. Aren’t marketing pages  
 for coupons, advertising and non-recruiting functions?
2. On that Facebook Career Page speak and engage directly with your  
 candidates. Deliver engagement directly to your timeline
 automatically. 
3. Deliver jobs and conversations to your job seekers on their personal  
 Facebook pages. Why force them back to your Corporate Career   
 Page to see your jobs?
4. Give your candidates multiple ways to search your jobs. Not just on  
 keywords, alphabetically or by posting date.
5. Have your candidates apply to a specific job of their choosing right  
 within your Facebook Career Center.
6. Provide a data-protected and secure way for your candidates to   
 share relevant job posts with people they know on Facebook. Don’t  
 use a public sharing widget like Add-This or Social Twist.
7. Enable your passive candidates to follow the relevant jobs they want  
 to see anonymously on their personal Facebook profile page (not the  
 Facebook timeline) and be notified when new jobs become available.
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If you’ve been sitting on the fence thinking that Facebook Talent Acqui-
sition is not worth your recruiting effort or time, think again. According 
to Justin R. Levy in his book Facebook Marketing, social networks are 
a great way to communicate jobs and conversations to candidates 
you do not know or have in your Applicant Tracking System (ATS). He 
explained you can either choose to embrace change or watch your 
competition pass you as they figure it out.

As corporate Talent Acquisition professionals, why wouldn’t you want 
to enable your recruiters and sourcers to speak directly to your target 
candidate audience? That is, on their respective social and mobile net-
works (Facebook, Twitter, Google+ and mobile). 

Did you know there are custom solutions you can have custom built 
in less than 60 days, that can allow you to begin tapping into social 
network sourcing with job content, conversations and engagements 
directly to your candidates’ personal profile pages — not to their time-
lines? The value of using this innovation has proven to lower cost per 
hire, provides more qualified candidates from social sharing and fill jobs 
faster.
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Chapter 4

Avoid the Resume Black Hole

In 2015, a good candidate experience is not different from what we expect 
as customers. We all want the following:

A sense of belonging.

The brand that you have developed on the web and social networks to 
attract candidates must continue inside your private network. Your brand 
is not just a show to be seen from afar. Instead it must be inspiring and 
immersive at all times.

Today, when candidates respond to your call of action, your employer 
branding magic ends: you transport candidates into the bland environment 
of an ATS. As a result, a large number of candidates drop off during an 
often-antiquated application process, you lose the ability to augment your 
pipelines and you do not address passive candidates. 

Reconsider the role of the “apply” button. If you push candidates directly 
from your social source into your ATS, you’re skipping the crucial part of 
the social candidate experience. Drive candidates from your social pages 
or job boards directly into your talent network. Candidates are candidates 
before they are applicants. They are the ones feeding your pipelines.

It is clear that recruiters are not following through with this mission. Ac-
cording to a study from Recruitment Buzz, less than 40 percent of job 
candidates said they had a positive experience. This percentage is way 
too low, and is problematic for candidates and recruiters alike.

According to the study, 73 percent of candidates would tell their inner 
circle about a positive experience and 62 percent would share a negative 
experience. Additionally, 28 percent of candidates would share a positive 
experience on social media and 17 percent would do so for a negative 
experience. This means how your candidates feel about their experience 
affects current and future talent pools. A positive experience will open 
more doors for exceptional candidates.
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1. Avoid the resume black hole.
Candidates are frustrated by the “black hole” appearance of the job search 
process. It can be extremely disheartening to apply for a job and receive no 
updates or communication. In fact, 30 percent have received a “do not reply” 
automated response and 31 percent have received no response at all, ac-
cording to the Recruitment Buzz study.

Candidates need to feel their resumes are being read by an actual human 
being. In large companies, sometimes automated responses are the best op-
tion, but whenever possible, email candidates directly. Let them know when 
they are no longer being considered for the position. Provide updates when 
they move to the next round of the process. Job seekers need this kind of 
feedback to stay motivated.

2. Make referrals a priority.
Nearly half of the candidates in the Recruitment Buzz study claimed some 
relationship with the company they applied to. About 20 percent were exist-
ing customers of the company and 12 percent had family and friends who 
worked there. Employee referrals account for 40 percent of job search suc-
cess, so it’s important to make your referral process simple.

A great way to improve your referral process is to keep your referrers and 
candidates in the loop. One company cited in the study informs every referral 
of their status within 48 hours of being submitted. These are simple changes 
to make to your process that improve the experience for candidates.

3. Get social.
If you’re not using social media in your recruiting process, you’re missing out 
on the majority of your young talent pool. Ninety-six percent of Millennials 
discuss their job search with others both in-person and online, and more than 
30 million students and recent graduates use LinkedIn to find and share jobs. 
Social media makes your hiring process much more transparent to job seek-
ers, which is an attractive quality for Millennials.

Nearly nine in 10 Millennial job seekers are optimistic about their jobs search, 
but a negative candidate experience from your company will discourage fu-
ture Millennials from applying. Make an effort to cater to your candidates and 
you will succeed in finding the best fitting talent in your industry.
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Chapter 5

According to a recent LightSpeed Research study, most consumers 
consult the Internet while researching products and services, with online 
reviews and referrals playing a vital role.

During the purchasing process price comparison may well be the most 
popular research activity online, with 75 percent of those surveyed by 
LightSpeed Research having compared prices online in the last six 
months. However, the online opinions, referrals and experiences of other 
consumers play a vital role, too, for many (61 percent).

How is this relevant to recruiting? Your candidates are exhibiting the same 
behaviors. That is, the majority of candidates start to search for a job by 
using search engines to find job reviews, referrals and specific job content.

So influential are the opinions of others that over two-thirds (67 percent) of 
candidates would be deterred from applying if they were to encounter two 
or three negative candidate or past employee reviews, also found in Light-
Speed’s survey.

In fact, almost a quarter (24 percent) said they had changed their mind 
about working for a company after reading two bad reviews.

So what are you doing to stimulate “Trusted Referrals?” And what are do-
ing to make your future candidates comfortable with your career brand?

You should be deeply integrating referrals into every Career Page or con-
tent feed from your multi-touch point network and as such, also make them 
an integral part of your recruiting engine for employees and candidates.

Why Trusted Referrals Matter
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Why do reviews and trusted referrals work so well? For the first time 
online, social and mobile candidates are in total control of their own job 
engagement experience and want to see only relevant job information that 
is of interest to them. As you may have guessed, every day more and more 
candidates are opting-out of traditional “Push-N-Pray” recruiting efforts 
and have now opted into the new world of “Pull-and-Apply” HR marketing 
efforts.

● Pull candidates receive only the content they want. They allow targeted   
 and highly relevant job content of their choosing to reach them (career   
 notifications).
● Place. Your job offers or content (and in some cases your career
 website) should go where your candidates are. You only have to look   
 at the growth of Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Google+ and mobile to   
 know the candidate world is no longer hanging out or exclusively coming  
 back to your career website to view your jobs and engage with your
 recruiters.
● Apply. Through our SourceMob analytics we see candidates across a   
 variety of industries applying only after relying on social sharing, while   
 also feeling better about your brand.
●  Share. Now with one click, employees and candidates can easily move   
 your job offers and content to their Facebook friends, followers on    
 Twitter, circles on Google+ and level one contacts on LinkedIn.
 Candidates can also email their contact list, text their address book or   
 print out an application and bring it into your store.

You should be making all of these options easy and efficient for your candi-
dates not in 2016, but today. Leveraging social sharing will enable new Tal-
ent Communities to organically grow and drive new candidate flow for your 
recruiting departments, all at proven lower costs than traditional recruiting.

By using “Trusted Referrals” for your recruiters, candidates and employees 
alike, your business will continue to grow at new levels of talent growth. 
Just imagine the exponential leverage of that HR marketing opportunity 
and its selling power.
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Chapter 6

The importance of Talent Communities in today’s social-driven world. 

What is a Talent Community?

It is a database encapsulating a group (or segments) of both active and 
passive job candidates that need to be captured, engaged with, nurtured 
and converted into    applies and hires. Of course this all starts with an 
effective communication strategy, which defines your different candidate 
segments.

Do You Have a Talent Community?

If not, you need to begin putting the build of candidate communities on 
your radar screen today. One way is to use third-party solutions to help you 
accomplish not only the build of these communities, but also the communi-
cation engines that drive engagement success.

If you already have a Talent Community:
● How effective is it in converting candidates to applies and hires?
● How active are your communities?
● What else are you doing to keep community engagement going?
● How effective are your key candidates moving through your Talent
 Acquisition pipeline?

Driving Talent Community Conversion
Let’s take a moment and look at a parallel from the world of ecommerce: 
How do e-retailers build customer pipelines and convert these consumers 
into buyers?

The Importance of Talent Communities
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Ecommerce brands know how to find, nurture and convert consumers into 
buyers.

● They focus on their analytics and key performance metrics to
 understand what works and what doesn’t from the marketing plans.
● They know how to maximize consumer-to-buyer conversion.
● They know how to gain repeat purchases through micro-targeting.

Following the lessons of ecommerce companies provides all of us in the 
Talent Acquisition space with tools that can be used to locate and turn can-
didates into applies and hires.

How to get consumers to opt-in to your community. 

Everyone is a consumer. And as a consumer, I understand that you must 
often get tons of catalogs and email offers from the brands you follow and 
buy from. How did this relationship get started? It most likely started with 
you opting into the relationship. Perhaps you opted in to get a sale offer, 
email, catalog or coupon, which led to lead nurturing and, at a certain 
percent, into buyer conversion. Is it a coincidence that the more you buy, 
the more you receive engagement communications from these brands? Of 
course not.

So how does this happen? Well, you are in a specific segment of their 
prospect or buying community and they have put together a communica-
tion strategy to reach each segment in a slightly different, but highly rele-
vant, way.

How do you know? Here is a case in point … If you wear petites, you 
would not want to see a sale on plus sizes. That would create prospect 
defection and be a total waste of ad capital. In order to maximize their 
prospect and buyer communities, these companies have determined their 
consumer segments just like you have with your various candidate audi-
ences.
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For instance, your Talent Community should have segments like:
● Candidates who have viewed your job postings.
● Candidates who are following your jobs on social and mobile networks.
● Candidates who have applied previously.
● Candidates who have entered your ATS, but defected.
● Candidates who have applied, but did not get hired, etc.

Like ecommerce, the idea is to drive your communications with these multi-
ple candidate audiences and learn their respective behaviors. Then the 
next step is to drive relevant communications to these separate audiences.

● Before we go further, however, ask yourself if you have an HRIS solution  
 that can place and position candidates into micro-targeted segments.
● Does your HRIS drive messaging through email, mobile and print
 media?
● Are you forced to have multiple databases where the information is
 contained? If you do, you need to fix this.

In addition, remember that your HRIS solution needs to be different than 
what your sales or market teams use. You need to have your very own Tal-
ent Community and CRM solutions that can drive micro-targeting for talent 
acquisition. Do not get tripped up by having marketing or IT convince you 
to join their IT solutions. They will not work for you, short or long term.

Candidate segmentation and executing communication campaigns around 
micro-targeting is the holy grail for maximizing the significant investment 
you have in Talent Acquisition.

You are spending tons of your job budget on job advertising (job ads, 
LinkedIn Recruiter seats, etc.). Why would you not want to have a solid 
strategy for candidate capture, nurturing, following up and two-way en-
gagement wherever candidates are online?
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Chapter 7

Every good recruiter knows that social media is becoming more and more 
important when it comes to finding a great candidate. Just days ago Mash-
able reported that a social media monitoring service Reppler found that 
90 percent of recruiters and hiring managers have visited a potential can-
didate’s profile as part of the screening process, and 69 percent rejected 
a candidate because of something found on a social profile. Not only do 
social profiles work well when it comes to analyzing a candidate, but they 
also work well when it comes time to trying to find a candidate through job 
postings. Each of the major social networks are a bit different:

● Twitter: Utilize keywords and make sure you are subsequently using   
 hashtags. Also make sure that you tweet out your job openings at    
 optimal times by using tools such as HootSuite, which can reveal when   
 your target audience is using Twitter. Twitter has over 300 million profiles  
 worldwide and many passive high-end niche candidates who are highly   
 valued from a recruiting perspective.

● Facebook: Create a separate Career Page on Facebook so your
 candidates can easily find your listings. Auto-post your jobs to your
 timeline. Post new jobs so that it will show up in the feed of all of the   
 people that “liked” your page.

● LinkedIn: This is the biggest professional media platform for recruitment.  
 The network is all about professional matters. Make sure you have a   
 company page and subscribe button, which allows candidates to follow   
 your jobs postings.

● Google+: This network is a hidden gem of recruitment and is often   
 overlooked by recruiting professionals. One has to remember the    
 Google Search is the backbone of Google+. There are more than 1   
 billion profiles on Google+ and many of these profiles are high-tech,   
 niche passive candidates. Because you can put anyone in your circles,   
 you have a better chance that those really targeted to your industry   
 will see your job postings.

The Great Merits of Social Media                                                 
(And Don’t Forget Pinterest)
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These are usually seen as some of the biggest social networks, but there 
is one that’s missing: Pinterest. Pinterest is one of the fastest growing net-
works with daily unique visitors increasing more than 145 percent since the 
beginning of 2012. In addition, Pinterest is retaining and engaging users 
as efficiently as Twitter was at a similar time in history. This then begs the 
inevitable question: Can Pinterest also be used as a recruitment tool?

How Recruiters Can Take Advantage of Pinterest

It is no secret that Pinterest is a very visual social network. In fact, this is 
likely the number one reason that companies look the other way when it 
comes to using the site as a way to help the recruitment process. It can 
be easy to assume that Pinterest will only work if you’re looking for a candi-
date in the design or fashion industry, but this is far from the truth. Pinterest 
is a network used by people from all different backgrounds, and although 
not everyone goes to Pinterest to specifically look for a job, it isn’t a good 
idea to assume that they wouldn’t be interested in finding one should a 
company give them the option.

On that same note, a Pinterest user could come across your job listings 
because so much time is spent on the network. According to PR Daily, 
American users of the social network spend an average of one hour and 
17 minutes on the site, well ahead of Twitter (36 minutes), LinkedIn (17 
minutes) and Google+ (six minutes).
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This is where your company comes into play. Below are a few ways that 
you can make sure you’re ready for any Pinterest user that needs a job:

1. Visuals — You want to use visuals to catch the attention of users. Use   
 infographics and videos about your company or your industry in order to   
 lure people to your page.

2. Boards — Create creative boards. You do not need your boards to
 always be about a specific job posting, but rather have them center   
 around things in your company. Have a board about the decorations   
 in your company, what you look for in an ideal candidate, and pictures of  
 company events that illustrate why your business is the place to work.

3. Links — Everything you pin on your boards should link back to your
 actual company website. This makes it easy for candidates to apply and   
 read more about the visual that they saw on Pinterest.
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Chapter 8

A Salesforce.com Community Manager job description recently got 57 
tweets, 20 likes, and 3,979 views. How’d they do it?

First, let’s back up for a second. It’s no secret there are more online ven-
ues to search for jobs than ever before. According to recent research, job 
candidates today use an average of five resources in their job searches, 
most of them online.

However, recruiters haven’t yet adapted to all of these options and are 
only using one or two means of sharing a job. So, not only are jobs too 
cumbersome to apply for, but they aren’t being seen by the appropriate 
candidates.

One remedy is to make your job description viral. A viral job has similar 
qualities to the other content (videos, websites and photos) that you regu-
larly share with your own social network. It’s socially connectable, visually 
appealing and transparent. Here are five easy tips to help you get there:

1. Be Transparent About Your Hiring Team
Top candidates are most interested in three things:
● Who will I work for?
● Who will I work with?
● What is the environment like?

If you are trying to communicate this through a three-paragraph job de-
scription, good luck. Top candidates will not take the time to read your 
description, never mind a passive candidate.

Want a good attention-getter? Put the hiring manager or member of the hir-
ing team up front. You can do this by posting their name and some means 
of contacting — or better yet, connecting with — them within your job de-
scription. Suddenly, your job is better and more attractive than 99 percent 
of jobs on the Internet.

5 Steps to Make Your Job Descriptions Go Viral
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You want to avoid making job prospects feel like they are sending their ap-
plications into a “black hole.” This quality itself will make the job description 
more appealing.

2. Integrate Pictures and Video
Studies have shown that employers using recruiting videos received a 34 
percent greater application rate.

So, an even better thought is to post a video directly from your hiring man-
ager. The average job seeker spends less than 30 seconds reviewing a 
posting. Sites with more compelling and content-rich job descriptions can 
reach upwards of four minutes on a posting — that is due in large part to 
the pictures and video employers put up there.

Whether candidates give you 30 seconds or four minutes, here are some 
easy ideas for video and pictures to consider:
● Show team members.
● Show the office space, inside and outside.
 (Surprisingly few employers do this!)
● Show events you attended or hosted (including company parties).
● Have a little fun and go unscripted.

3. Enable Social Connectability To Your Team
We have had candidates tell us a job “hooked” them primarily due to the 
fact that they learned they knew someone who worked at the employer. 
So, enable candidates to easily see how they’re connected to you and your 
team through social networks like Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, YouTube, 
Google+ and mobile.
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4. Give Your Employees A Good Reason To Share The Job
Just like any other shareable content on the Internet, if there’s a “share” link 
that allows postings to Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn, it’s already more 
likely to be shared. This will not only increase referral rates, but also create a 
better job applicant pool.

But you can’t stop there. You must arm your employees with awesome con-
tent to share. Awesome content that is based around people and emotion is 
more likely to be shared.

What makes for awesome content? It begins with tips one through three 
above — if you can do those, your content is already more shareable. But the 
most important advice for providing awesome content is to be authentic and 
just tell the story of the job opportunity through the best tools you can find.

Always remember this headline when creating content: Your employees are 
your best social recruiters. Get them involved early and often in the process. 
They will feel ownership in the process and share more frequently.

5. Real-Time Interactivity
Finally, businesses should add commenting to their descriptions that allow 
candidates to “follow” jobs, ask questions online and receive updates about 
the application process.

Candidates should be able to interact anonymously — or identify themselves 
if they choose. Real-time interactivity brings the job to life, and candidates 
can evaluate the opportunity over time, versus in a 30-second browsing of 
the written job description.

Close the loop with all applicants and interested candidates when the posi-
tion is filled by simply letting candidates know that it is filled and that you are 
holding their resume for the next suitable position. Everyone is notified, and 
you created a positive candidate experience instead of the application “black 
hole.”

Applicants will feel more connected to — and impassioned about — a job 
description that provides them with job status updates straight from the hiring 
manager or, in some cases, the recruiting team.
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Chapter 9

Today’s top talent professionals recognize the importance of finding and 
building great teams. They also recognize that the key way to build su-
perpower teams is to use HR marketing to net the best and brightest candi-
dates. To be a Superhero Talent Acquisition pro, here are three things you 
should be working on now:

1) Stop Talking and Start Listening...
The best HR pros are amazing listeners. Your candidates want a voice in 
today’s recruiting channel. They want to determine how, when and where 
they will engage with your organization. And frankly you need to now put 
your recruiting efforts where you candidates are. That means if you are not 
on social and mobile channels your top candidates will go elsewhere and 
that could mean a competitor.

2) Be Part Of The Conversation…
Thanks to social and mobile media, the number of conversations about 
your jobs, company and culture has exploded exponentially. Today’s tweet 
about your organization’s Talent Acquisition can easily be tomorrow’s head-
line. As a brand, how does your Talent Acquisition team participate in the 
hundreds, thousands, or even millions, of these conversations? My hope is 
your don’t spend time talking about yourselves. Instead, you should be cre-
ating the environment, making connections and stimulating conversations 
that get everyone else talking.

3) Follow Up On Your Conversations…
Two-way engagement is the key to HR marketing. That means HR market-
ing isn’t just about pushing jobs in front of your candidates. It is about using 
great new technology to create conversations with your candidates. That 
means using a Talent Community, career alerts and chat to engage with 
your top candidates in real time. Next develop follow-up communication 
campaigns that target candidates where they are (social and mobile), and 
by specific audience segment.

What’s your superpower story?

3 Superpowers of HR Marketing
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Chapter 10

Have you done your own 360-degree review of how candidates view your 
recruiting?

I am afraid if you were to take a hard look, a 360-degree review, you would 
find that…

● Your candidates are struggling to apply through your Applicant Tracking   
 System (ATS).
● Your candidates are defecting at rates of over 70 percent in your ATS.
● Your candidates are defecting from your apply process when you ask  
  them for their email address before you even show them your jobs.
● Your candidates can’t find your separate (from marketing) Career Pages   
 on Facebook, Twitter and Google+. Do these pages also portray your
 culture, have inviting recruiter videos and give candidates an opportunity  
 to select the jobs and locations they want to hear about?
● You can’t engage with your likes, followers and circles that are specific   
 to your social career programs.
● And finally, your candidates can’t see your career website well or see   
 your jobs without an optimized browser-based mobile or tablet platform.

Why am I making the above statements? Because I am curious as to what 
you are planning to do about your social and mobile recruiting program in 
2015.

● Have you defined your strategy?
● Who will be executing it on your team? One person(s), a team or are   
 you outsourcing the social recruiting function?
● How do you plan to engage with your social-enabled candidates, many   
 of whom are passive and on mobile?

A 360-Degree of Your Talent Acquisition Efforts
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Finally, will you kick the big, tough, hard-to-do and risky ideas into 2016 or 
beyond?

Before you dismiss social and mobile recruiting, here are some important 
Business Intelligence findings from SourceMob’s Social and Mobile 2014 
study of our prospective clients. Where does your company fit?

● 80 percent of mid-cap Fortune 1,000 companies do not have a separate   
 Career Page for their candidates to find them in social media (Facebook,  
 Twitter and Google+). Yes your candidates are searching social
 media for your jobs.
● 70 percent of mid-cap Fortune 1,000 companies do not deliver jobs from  
 their current Applicant Tracking System (ATS) into social media Career   
 Pages (not the business’ marketing social page). Worse yet, when was   
 the last time you tried to apply through your own ATS?
● 93 percent of companies in general do not have any form of mobile
 platforms for candidate to find jobs or have conversations with recruiters.  
 Did you know according to Neilson, 73 percent of mobile searches
 resulted in a phone call?
● 10 percent of company recruiters are using a Talent Community or
 candidate pipeline solution. Are you?
● Virtually no companies are using inbound marketing (online chat, text,   
 click-to-call) to engage with candidates on their apply pages.

However, delivering jobs to career social pages, mobile enablement, Talent 
Community, CRM and conversations have helped SourceMob clients lower 
their cost per hire and reduce their hiring cycle times. Plus clients who are 
using outside recruiters have been able to reduce expensive recruiting fees 
by first mining their applicant data.

To learn more about how we can increase the quality of your candidates 
and find candidates in niche job categories while lowering your cost per 
hire, simply give a call to 952-416-6955 or email at info@sourcemob.com.
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As Founder and Chief Executive Officer of SourceMob, Jeffery Giesener is 
the architect behind the new software-as-a-service (SaaS) application that 
layers on top of a company’s existing Applicant Tracking System and syn-
chronizes job openings to the company’s social and mobile Career Centers 
that are built by SourceMob. The company also provides a proprietary 
Facebook application that enables candidates to see jobs anonymously 
on their profile pages, and offers a permission-based sharing widget to all 
major social network pages or a candidate’s mobile phone or tablet device.

Prior to launching SourceMob, Jeffery was the CEO/President or Senior 
Vice President for some of the largest companies in the digital space 
including DoubleClick, PaulFredrick.com and HarrietCarter.com. He has 
been involved in launching eight Internet emerging growth opportunities, 
including Menstyle.com and HarrietCarter.com.

Jeffery is a visionary in ecommerce and social marketing, and authors a 
weekly e-newsletter that is followed by more than 1,600 C-level HR
executives.

You may contact Jeffery directly at
jeffg@sourcemob.com or 952-807-8364.

About Jeffery Giesner
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SourceMob links Internet, social, talent community and mobile recruiting 
solutions to help talent acquisition professionals recruit the very best 
candidates for tough-to-fill positions.  SourceMob software distributes job 
content and conversations providing a job posting springboard to over 3.5 
million candidate profiles on Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, Google+ and all 
of the major search engines. Our solutions also enable Mobile Apply and 
candidate application management services to create efficiencies and low-
er recruiting costs.

To discover how SourceMob can improve your company’s specific recruit-
ing efforts or to understand your career site’s Talent Acquisition Score, 
please contact Nancy Ritzman at 952-417-6699 or email:
nancy.w.ritzman@sourcemob.com. 

About SourceMob

SourceMob LLC
13911 Ridgedale Dr. Suite 406B
Minneapolis, MN 55305

Sourcemob.com
info@sourcemob.com
952.417.6955
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